
GT TOUR



A world of superlative 
experiences
The FERRARI TOUR Club 
Edition is a series of exclusive 
driving events created to 
allow you to indulge your 
passion for Ferrari and share 
unique moments with other 
likeminded Prancing Horse 
owners in wonderful 
locations.

Join this exclusive club and 
enjoy luxury driving tours 
and unique racing events. 
Membership gives you 
access to a selection of 
bespoke packages and a 
range of other privileges, 
including customized Ferrari 
gifts and unforgettable 
experiences.

OVERVIEW
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SPORT TOUR
Thrilling international circuits
Unleash your racing spirit on tours that encompass some of Europe’s 
greatest driving roads en route to the continent’s most prestigious 
circuits. A perfect balance of luxury experiences and country-road 
driving, our Sport Tours culminate in exciting track activities designed 
to test your skills and unleash your Ferrari’s performance.

GT TOUR
Exclusive adventures
Our GT Tours are a unique experience for a select number of Ferraristi. 
Perfectly planned itineraries take you on a voyage of discovery along some 
of Europe’s most breathtakingly beautiful driving roads, and allow you to 
experience some of its most enchanting and exclusive locations.

TOUR TYPE 
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GT Tour offers genuinely uniquely 
memorable adventures 
in a world of exclusivity and luxury 
every single day.

Luxury hotels
Relax and unwind in unparalleled 
comfort at the end of each day’s 
journey. Luxurious surroundings 
provide the perfect welcome at 
every stage of your GT Tour 
experience.

Gourmet dining
We handpick each region’s finest 
restaurants to provide you with 
original gourmet cuisine. Each day 
you’ll discover exclusive yet 
authentic regional menus in 
stunning locations.

Secret adventures
Each new location reveals a series 
of delightful surprises and 
memorable adventures. Our GT 
Tours offer you access to exclusive 
events in evocative places, 
transforming your journey into a 
truly unforgettable experience.

GT TOUR
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GT TOUR 
FORMAT 

DAY 1 FRIDAY

12.00 - 13.00 GUEST ARRIVAL

12.00 - 14.00 LUNCH AND WELCOME 

 PRESENTATION

14.30 - 16.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

16.00 - 17.00 EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

17.00 - 18.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

20.00 - 22.00 DINNER IN HOTEL

DAY 2 SATURDAY

9.30 - 11.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

11.00 - 12.00 EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

12.00 - 13.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

13.00 - 15.00 LUNCH

15.00 - 16.30 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

20.00 - 22.00 DINNER

DAY 3 SUNDAY

9.30 - 11.00 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

11.00 - 12.00 SURPRISE ACTIVITY

12.00 - 13.30 PANORAMIC ROAD TOUR

13.30 - 15.00 LUNCH

Due to the current situation, the detailed daily schedule and program will be sent latest 2 weeks before the event. 
Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change. 5



FERRARI TOUR Club Edition
2021 CALENDAR 

1. SPORT TOUR BRNO
 May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

2. GT TOUR LANGHE
 June 4th - 6th | Italy

6. GT TOUR
 September | Italy

3. GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
 June 25th - 27th | Germany

7. GT TOUR BATH
 October 1st - 3rd | Uk

4. SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
 August 27th - 29th | Germany

8. GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
 November 5th - 7th | Spain

5. SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
 September 10th - 12th | Belgium

GT TOUR LANGHE
June 4th - 6th | Italy

GT TOUR
September | Italy

GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
November 5th - 7th | Spain

SPORT TOUR BRNO
May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
June 25th - 27th | Germany

SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
August 27th - 29th | Germany

GT TOUR BATH
October 1st - 3rd | Uk

SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
September 10th - 12th | Belgium

Please note that the events date may be subject to change. 6



GT TOUR
LANGHE
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Route for gourmet travelers

A purveyor of Slow Food and fine wine, the Langhe region in 
Piedmont has something more français than italiano at first sight, 
but down deeper you will discover that it has a ‘Made in Italy’ 
stamped all over it.
Home of the noble House of Savoy, who was the engine of this 
nation with its first Prime Minister and its dynastic Royal Family, 
here you will be surrounded by history. This is the perfect region 
for exclusive activities with truffles, hazelnuts and wine, and an 
authentic experience in this charming land.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

LANGHE
JUNE 4th - 6th
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Relais San Maurizio 5*

Relais San Maurizio lies in the unique 
and enchanting place of an ancient 
XVII century monastery. Up on a hill 
it brings a light to heritage and 
tradition, to give new life to a place 
passed by the centuries. The five-
stars hospitality, rooms and suites, 
largely drawn from the ancient cells 
of monks, offer maximum comfort, 
mixing original details, classic lines 
and refined technology.

400 YEARS OF 
GOOD LIVING
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Friday June 4th

Dolce Stil Novo alla Reggia
Venaria Palace – an architectural, cultural, artistic masterpiece.
A highly charming place which seizes and conquers with its beauty, 
stateliness and grandeur.
On the last floor, just above Diana’s Gallery and one step below the 
sky, there is Dolce Stil Novo’s restaurant, the only restaurant inside 
a royal palace, with a breathtaking view over the Gardens, the 
Fishpond, the Courtyard of Honour and the Deer Fountain.
During accreditation time you can enjoy an aperitif on the Reggia 
Venaria terrace or a guided tour of the palace, for a unique trip 
between culinary pleasure and history’s emotion.

Saturday June 5th

Borgo Casa Scaparone
A hill road that curves through the fields, hazelnut trees and 
vineyards in a territory called Alba, Langhe, Roero. Borgo Casa 
Scaparone is a dream, a place out of Time, unique by vocation. This 
small world has preserved its history and language for 500 years.

Sunday June 6th

La Scolca
La Scolca is the cradle of Gavi, the most well-known white wine 
from Piedmont. Here are born its most famous products, such as 
the Black Label, bottled in packaging with an unmistakable retro 
taste. A perfect place to enjoy a lunch in the wonderful Piedmont 
landscape.

LUNCH

DOLCE STIL NOVO ALLA REGGIA

BORGO CASA SCAPARONE 10



Friday June 4th

Crumbly torrone
Founded in 1883, the historic Davide Barbero artisan chocolate and 
crumbly torrone will move to the evocative location of the Relais 
Sant’Uffizio for a private show cooking and tasting session based 
on the specialities of this wonderful region.
You will discover the secret behind the crumbly torrone Barbero 
and its unique characteristics as it is a product still produced 
according to the old recipe of Asti torrone.

Saturday June 5th

Truffle hunting and tasting
Piedmont is among World’s best-known truffle regions and a 
unique activity with this treasure is unmissable. Walking in the 
woods in search of truffles, whether black or white, led by the 
Trifulau and his dog, is one of the most intense and emotional 
experiences that Langhe territory can give. 
Once learned how to find, clean and pack, you will have a privileged 
look at the cooking phase of the prized truffle mushrooms while 
enjoying fresh truffle tasting.

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

CRUMBLY TORRONE

TRUFFLE HUNTING AND TASTING 11



CANTINE CONTRATTO WINE CELLAR

Friday June 4th

Relais San Maurizio dinner
For the four-hundred anniversary of the monastery the British 
artist David Tremlett has conceived one of his famous wall 
drawings in the ancient chapel. Enjoy a dinner surrounded by this 
site-specific project and plunged in the atmosphere of a very 
special entertainment for an unforgettable experience.

Saturday June 5th

Private visit and tasting at Cantine Contratto wine cellar
The historic cathedral cellars, now designated to become a 
UNESCO Heritage Site, are a real treasure, and among the finest of 
their kind. These huge underground cellars, covering more than 
5,000 square meters, were built into the heart of the hill that 
protects the small town of Canelli, excavated from tuff limestone to 
a depth of 32 meters.
Just before the dinner start, by the Michelin starred La Ciau del 
Tornavento, you will have exclusive access to the wine cellar and 
enjoy a private wine tasting with a local expertise explanation.

DINNER

RELAIS SAN MAURIZIO
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GT TOUR
BLACK FOREST
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The enchantment of a thick Woodlands

Landscapes of green valleys, brooding evergreen forests and 
fairytale villages: this is the Black Forest.
Grand hotels, thermal baths and old-school elegant spas remind us 
that this thick woodland has been a destination of European élites 
for centuries.
This corner of the country is definitely made for touring behind the 
wheel of a car on twisty roads with sensational views and to 
discover local traditions and beautiful villages.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

BLACK FOREST
JUNE 25th - 27th
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Brenners Park-Hotel & Spa 5*

Voted one of the Top Resorts in 
Europe by Condé Nast Traveler’s 
Readers’ Choice Awards, the 
140-year-old hotel sits in the 
stunning Black Forest Mountains 
and its country-classic rooms, top-
rated restaurant and distinct 
services leave nothing to be 
desired. Brenners Park-Hotel & Spa 
is an urban oasis set in a private 
park: a harmonic combination of 
elegance, tradition and innovative 
future concepts are the hallmarks 
of this city resort.

THE ULTIMATE 
LUXURY FAIRYTALE
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Friday June 25th

Der Öschberghof
A perfect spot lies just between the Black Forest, Switzerland and 
Lake Constance.
Nestled in the gently rolling hills of the Baar, we can’t imagine of a 
better place for a restful, restorative and enjoyable break. Enjoy a 
relaxed aperitif or a nice walk throughout these beautiful gardens 
during the accreditation time and become part of the dedication to 
sustainability that at Der Öschberghof is a permanent value etched 
in the social and ecological sense.

Saturday June 26th

Dollenberg restaurant open air
Experience fine culinary delights high in the middle of the Black 
Forest for open air lunch where the finest culinary creations meet a 
fabulous panorama.  
The property, as well as the food, is treated with diligence and 
visionary courage to make you live an extraordinary experience 
hidden in peace and nature with a stunning view. 

Sunday June 27th

Due to the current situation, the Sunday lunch location will be 
announced on a later stage.

LUNCH

DER ÖSCHBERGHOF

DOLLENBERG RESTAURANT OPEN AIR 16



Friday June 25th

Morning break in the beautiful Schiltach
Schiltach is one of the picture-postcard villages of the Black Forest, 
surrounded by hills and greenery. Its streets teem with half-timbered 
houses, the Fachwerkhäuser, which give it a romantic old-world feel.
We will stop here for a morning break and to spend some free time 
strolling through the streets of this picturesque town.

Saturday June 26th

Black Forest cuckoo clocks
We are in cuckoo-clock country! That’s how you feel once you enter 
the area in the Central Black Forest where cuckoo clocks have been 
manufactured for centuries. Enjoy a visit to one of the last craftsmen 
to make these enchanting clocks: the Black Forest doesn’t stop to 
amaze us. 

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

SCHILTACH

BLACK FOREST CUCKOO CLOCKS 17



Friday June 25th 

Gaming dinner at Baden-Baden Casino
Of all Casinos in Germany, the Baden-Baden casino is the one best-
known and richest in tradition. For nearly 200 years it has 
represented an unequalled claim to luxury and the world of 
experience of a casino. After a gourmet dinner in this beautiful 
location find the iconic international casino flair having fun with an 
after-dinner game experience in a private area.

Saturday June 26th

Brenners-Park dinner
Wintergarten’s menu runs with Mediterranean ideas, inspired by 
locally sourced and seasonal ingredients from the Black Forest. 
This airy restaurant with a lovely view on the private park awaits 
you for a relaxing dinner after a long driving day.

DINNER

BADEN-BADEN CASINO

BRENNERS-PARK DINNER 18



GT TOUR
BATH
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Tour of rural England and its charming hamlets and 
villages

England’s most timeless, but unexpectedly timely, countryside: 
discover the stunning area of the Cotswolds, rich in beauty and 
lush, green landscapes. 
This region is a delightful tangle of golden hamlets, thatched 
cottages, evocative churches and honey-coloured manors. 
Designated as area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, enjoy a tour of 
rural England and its picturesque villages. Stoned mansions and 
lively market towns await you for an unforgettable driving 
experience that will feed your sight and soul.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

BATH
OCTOBER 1st - 3rd
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Lucknam Park Hotel & Spa 5*

Lucknam Park is a Palladian 
mansion dating from 1720 which 
was maintained as a family home 
until 1987 when it opened its doors 
as one of the UK’s top country 
house hotels. Set in 500 acres of 
listed parkland and beautiful 
gardens it has been lovingly 
restored to the elegance and style 
of the past era. Lucknam Park is 
truly one of England’s finest hotels, 
providing 5-star luxury at every 
turn. 

COUNTRY HOUSE 
LIVING AT ITS VERY 
BEST 
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Friday October 1st

Coworth Park
At the end of a scenic route that runs through polo fields and 
wooded parkland, an indulgent escape awaits weary souls at the 
Coworth Park in Ascot. 
With 240 acres of picturesque parkland, an equestrian centre, polo 
fields and plenty of outdoor pursuits, Coworth Park will be the 
perfect location where to start driving through the beautiful 
Cotswold landscape.

Saturday October 2nd

Daylesford Farm
What began as a simple passion for real foodhas grown into 
Daylesford as we know it today, one of the most sustainable organic 
farms in the UK. Set in over 2,500 acres of idyllic rolling organic 
countryside, Daylesford is nestled in the heart of the Cotswolds. 
The perfect place to escape to, a relaxing lunch in the beautifully 
converted Cotswolds stone cottages.

Sunday October 3rd

Due to the current situation, the Sunday lunch location will be 
announced on a later stage.

LUNCH

COWORTH PARK

DAYLESFORD FARM 22



Friday October 1st 

The perfect tea break 
Our journey to the Cotswolds will began by crossing the North 
Wessex Downs and driving from one Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty to another. Delightful tangle of golden villages, thatched 
cottages, evocative churches and honey-coloured mansions will be 
the perfect setting for a tea break.

Saturday October 2nd

Private polo match and lesson 
Immerse yourself in a series of exclusive activities at one of Britain’s 
top-tier polo clubs is more than just a lesson or a game – it is a foray 
into a world of unparalleled recreational delight and a unique physical 
pastime. Established in 1894, amid 3000 acres of parkland and 
woodland on one of the country’s most beautiful parks, it offers the 
highest level of polo whilst retaining the charm of a delightfully 
relaxed country polo club. 

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

THE PERFECT TEA BREAK

PRIVATE POLO MATCH AND LESSON 23



Friday October 1st

Hywel Jones by Lucknam Park
Restaurant Hywel Jones by Lucknam Park transports you to a 
bygone era of elegance and sophistication. The experience begins 
at the mile-long drive entrance, lined by beech trees, before you 
enter through the magnificent Drawing room or charming Library.

Saturday October 2nd

Niall Keating by The Dining Room 
Under the direction of Executive Chef Niall Keating, The Dining 
Room currently holds two Michelin stars.  Niall’s menus showcase 
his accomplished modern cooking with clever use of Asian 
influences, the vegetarian menu offers well-thought out creative 
flavours.

DINNER

HYWEL JONES BY LUCKNAM PARK

NIALL KEATING BY THE DINING ROOM 24



GT TOUR
ANDALUSIA
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Sun, dreams and fun

Andalusia represents Spain at its hottest and most passionate.
The scent of orange blossom, the swish of a flamenco dress or the 
glimpse of a white village perched atop a cliff are just a little taste. 
Tapas, flamenco, bull fighting and matadors come right after: 
Andalusia often acts as a synonym for Spain as a whole.
History and culture have conspired to leave a deep imprint on this 
rugged, arid land, where medieval castles cling to precipitous crags 
and broad beaches hug both Atlantic and Mediterranean shores.
it will be an unforgettable experience whether you are looking to 
discover Andalusian traditions or enjoy a Ferrari weekend of rest 
and fun.

Please note that the schedule of events may be subject to change.

ANDALUSIA
NOVEMBER 5th -7th
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Marbella Club Hotel 5*

Amongst the most glamorous 
hotels on the Iberian Peninsula, 
Marbella Club has been a pioneer of 
“barefoot luxury” when it was 
opened back in 1950 by Prince 
Alfonso von Hohenlohe. Traditional 
Andalusian architecture is 
combined with immaculately 
tended mature gardens, to create 
an utterly unspoiled refuge that has 
attracted heads of Hollywood stars 
and European royals. Just five 
minutes away from Old Town 
Marbella and Puerto Banus, the 
hotel offers a wide variety of 
amenities and activities, for a divine 
family hotel with a cracking 
emphasis on wellness.

A GLITZY SEASIDE 
HANGOUT
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Friday November 5th

Restaurante Príncipe De Asturias
This beautiful restaurant is located in the center of Malaga, in the 
area of Caleta, between Paseo de Reding and a wonderful view of 
the city that will make your welcome a unique experience.
With its large windows it offers a spectacular view of the 
Mediterranean See: relax and enjoy a seasonal menu elaborated 
with products of the highest quality by the chef Diego Nicas.

Saturday November 6th

Finca La Donaira
Rusticity reigns at this homely finca hotel situated on the site of a 
biodynamic farm in the mountains of Andalusia. Enjoy a local and 
organic lunch in the middle of the dramatic Sierra de Grazalema 
Natural Park, framed by craggy-faced mountains and undulating 
green farmlands.

Sunday November 7th

Due to the current situation, the Sunday lunch location will be 
announced on a later stage.

LUNCH

RESTAURANTE PRÍNCIPE DE ASTURIAS 

FINCA LA DONAIRA 28



Friday November 5th

Exclusive visit at Mijas
The white capital of the burro-taxi awaits you for a “donkey surprise”. 
The municipality of Mijas in the Costa del Sol is one of the most 
beautiful place in Andalusia, a town nestled in the mountains keeping 
the typical charm of the white Andalusian villages.

Saturday November 6th

A unique Bull Experience At Reservatauro
Reservatauro is a breeding farm of fighting bulls and pure 
Andalusian horses, located in a space declared biosphere’s reserve 
by UNESCO, on the Costa del Sol and just 5 km far from Ronda.
The bullfighter Rafael Tejada will show you the reserve and teach the 
art of bullfighting before enjoying a local tasting and aperitif.

EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITY

MIJAS

RESERVATAURO 29



Friday November 5th 

Marbella Club dinner 
Marbella Club master of the grill has followed in the footsteps of his 
father, Roque, to offer time-tested recipes brought to life over a 
crackling fire. Legendary silver service, the twinkle of the decades-
old candles on the outdoor terrace, and the stir of the soaring pines 
complement the finest, heart-warming cuisine.

Saturday November 6th

Beach dinner and after-dinner 
Relax on the seafront with a glass of Champagne as you watch the 
waves rolling onto the golden sand. On the outdoor decking you 
can embrace the natural surroundings of the palm-fringed 
promenade showcasing the impressive mountainous backdrop of 
La Concha. 

DINNER

MARBELLA CLUB DINNER 

BEACH DINNER AND AFTER-DINNER 30



MEMBERSHIP
€ 1.200 + VAT

• Membership required before purchasing any package (Membership valid until December 2024)

• Due to a limited number of exclusive packages, event selection is subject to a first come, first served criteria

• Logistic support may be available for all tours upon request

• Car loan service may be available for GT Tours only (subject to availability)

• Customized Ferrari membership kit

• Tour photobook after each event

GT TOUR SELECTION
€ 4.500 + VAT

• Access to one GT Tour from selected locations

• Valid for 1 driver + 1 companion

Please note that fuel and personal travel are not included within the membership and event package.

For further information and reservations, please contact your Official Ferrari Dealer.

SPORT TOUR SELECTION
€ 4.500 + VAT

• Access to one SPORT Tour from selected locations

• Valid for 1 driver + 1 companion

FERRARI TOUR Club Edition 
PACKAGES AND PRICES 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR OFFICIAL DEALER
ferrari.com


